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Subject: Comments on Draft NUREG-1409, “Backfitting Guidelines,” Revision 1 
(Docket ID NRC-2018-0142) 

 
This letter is being submitted in response to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s 
(NRC) request for comments concerning proposed draft NUREG-1409, “Backfitting 
Guidelines,” Revision 1. Exelon Generation Company, LLC (Exelon) appreciates the 
opportunity to comment on this draft NUREG. Exelon supports the July 22, 2020 
comments submitted by the Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI) related to this revision of draft 
NUREG-1409. 

 
The NRC has made significant progress in its backfitting program in recent history. Exelon 
appreciates the agency’s efforts to clarify the backfitting implementation guidance to ensure 
a stable and enduring program. We also commend the NRC for re-training its staff on 
backfitting principles; we have observed noticeable improvement in the staff’s 
understanding and application of the backfit rule. Exelon similarly has benefitted from this 
learning experience and gained a deeper understanding of the backfitting program. 

 
Exelon cannot over emphasize the importance of stakeholder engagement on draft 
NUREG-1409. The NRC has publicly issued several backfitting-related documents in the 
past few years, including the memorandum from the NRC Solicitor to the Chairman of the 
Committee to Review Generic Requirements, “Summary of COMSECY-16-0020 
Recommendation on Revision of Guidance Concerning Consideration of Cost and 
Applicability of Compliance Exception to Backfit Rule” (dated Dec. 20, 2016). The 
Commission also issued revisions to Management Directive 8.4, “Management of 
Backfitting, Forward Fitting, Issue Finality, and Information Requests” (dated Sept. 20, 
2019). While these documents are welcome developments, stakeholders have not had the 
opportunity to provide input on the substantial revisions contained therein. Exelon 
welcomes the chance to comment on draft NUREG-1409, which reflects the recent 
changes in COMSECY-16-0020 and Management Directive 8.4. 

 
The draft NUREG provides useful guidance on implementing the backfit rule. Exelon’s 
detailed comments (attached) are aimed at refining ambiguities in the guidance and honing 
the associated procedures to ensure that the backfitting program is not overly complex, but 
rather, practical and predictable. Specifically, the additional guidance on the compliance 
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exception to the backfit rule is a significant improvement over the current NUREG and will 
lend much-needed clarity. We also appreciate the explanation of the forward-fit concept; 
however, consistent with NEI’s comments, we suggest a simplified approach that more 
closely aligns with the backfit rule and will be more workable in practice. In that regard, 
Exelon also offers comments regarding the backfit and forward-fit appeal processes set 
forth in the draft NUREG. Lastly, the attached comments will address the inspection and 
enforcement elements of the draft NUREG, drawing upon Exelon’s past experiences. In 
our view, if not properly addressed, portions of the draft NUREG discussed in the 
attachment will generate confusion about the backfitting program and greatly challenge the 
program’s implementation. 

 
Thank you again for the opportunity to comment on this important guidance document. If 
you have any questions or require additional information, please contact Darani Reddick at 
202.637.0339 or darani.reddick@exeloncorp.com. 

 
Respectfully, 

 

 

J. Bradley Fewell 
Senior Vice President of Regulatory Affairs and General Counsel 
Exelon Generation Company, LLC 

 
 

cc: Howard Benowitz, U.S. NRC 
Audrey Klett, U.S. NRC 
Ho Nieh, U.S. NRC 
Timothy Reed, U.S. NRC 
Marian Zobler, U.S. NRC 
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Chapters 1 & 2: Overview of Backfitting and Forward Fitting, Screening; Justifying 
Backfitting Actions and Changes Affecting Issue Finality 

 

In general, Exelon supports the overview of backfitting and forward fitting described in Chapter 1 
of the draft NUREG. We also support NEI’s comments on Chapters 1 and 2. In particular, we 
reiterate NEI’s recommendation that the draft NUREG should clarify the relationship between 
the adequate protection and compliance exceptions to the backfit rule. The draft NUREG states 
that the compliance exception will only be evaluated if the staff has determined that the 
proposed backfit does not “involve” a matter of adequate protection. This too broadly suggests 
that any matters related to adequate protection would be excluded from further analysis under 
the backfit rule’s compliance exception. However, this approach does not adequately reflect the 
nuanced interface between adequate protection and compliance. Nor does it reflect the 
temporal elements of the adequate protection concept, since some adequate protection matters 
may not be imminent, but rather, may arise many years in the future. Furthermore, a backfitting 
dispute may center on the method of complying with an adequate protection requirement.  In 
that case, simply because the issue “involves” an adequate protection requirement does not 
excuse the staff from evaluating the underlying compliance question. As explained in NEI’s 
comments, the NRC should not rely on a non-imminent adequate protection issue to avoid 
analyzing the compliance exception. The two concepts are not mutually exclusive. 

 
Chapter 3: Forward Fitting 

 

The Forward Fit Concept 
 

Exelon appreciates the additional clarification on forward fitting set forth in the recent revision to 
Management Directive 8.4 and expounded upon in the draft NUREG-1409. Solidifying the 
forward fit concept in these agency documents is important to ensure that it is consistently 
understood between NRC staff and licensees. We support NEI’s comments on Chapter 3 of the 
draft NUREG. 

 
The backfit rule’s regulatory history and associated NRC policy statements make clear that a 
voluntary licensing request submitted by a licensee is subject to the backfit rule.1 A licensee 
applying for a licensing action is not an “applicant” in the traditional sense of the backfit rule (i.e., 
they are not treated the same as an applicant for an initial license). While the backfit rule is 
available to licensees making voluntary requests, the NRC also articulated a related “forward fit” 
concept for these situations.2  Fundamentally, forward fitting is not wholly unrelated to 
backfitting. Rather, the forward fit concept is a narrow carve-out from the typical application of 
the backfit rule only when it involves a licensee-initiated request and additional, specific criteria 
are met. When those criteria are satisfied, the forward fit concept allows the staff to proceed 

 
 
 

1 See, e.g., 10 CFR 50.109(d), stating that “[n]o licensing action will be withheld during the pendency of 
the backfit analyses required by the Commission’s rules.” (emphasis added). Similarly, the NRC also 
stated in the statements of consideration for the backfit rule that “[i]f a licensee believes that the 
amendment process is being used by the staff to impose a backfit, the licensee may invoke the rule under 
§ 50.109. Revision of the Backfitting Process for Power Reactors, 50 Fed. Reg. 38,097, 38,101 (Sept. 
20, 1985). 

 
2 Before the recent revisions to Management Directive 8.4, the most explicit discussion of forward fitting 
was set forth in a 2010 letter from then NRC General Counsel Stephen Burns. Letter from S.G. Burns to 
E.C. Ginsberg, July 14, 2010 (“2010 Burns letter”). 
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with what would otherwise be considered a backfit. If those criteria are not satisfied, then the 
issue should be considered backfitting and must be analyzed accordingly. 

 
Because forward fitting hinges on the proper application of specific criteria, those criteria must 
be well-defined. The two forward fitting criteria set forth in the 2010 Burns letter and reiterated 
in Management Directive 8.4 are: (1) the proposed staff action must have a “direct nexus” to the 
licensee’s voluntary request, and (2) the imposition of the new or modified requirement or 
regulatory staff position is “essential” to the NRC staff’s determination of the acceptability of the 
licensee’s request. Management Directive 8.4 does not elaborate on these terms. While the 
draft NUREG includes some further explanation, Exelon recommends that the language in the 
NUREG be more explicit and nuanced. Exelon agrees with NEI’s proposed definitions of “direct 
nexus” and “essentiality.” 

 
Specifically, a “direct nexus” must involve a unique safety or security issue that would not exist 
but for the licensee’s requested change, and the purpose of the proposed forward fit must be to 
address that unique issue.  It is not enough for the proposed forward fit to be generally related 
to the subject of the licensee’s request; rather, there must be something about the request itself 
that raises the issue. We offer the following hypothetical scenario to illustrate this point: a 
licensee submits a license amendment request to change the frequency of a Technical 
Specification (TS) Steam Generator (SG) tube integrity examination. The requested change in 
frequency from every refuel outage to every second refuel outage is based on a performance 
monitoring program and improved analytical techniques to project SG tube crack propagation. 
The licensing basis for the existing TS describes not only the examination frequency, but also 
the specific examination methods to be performed and acceptance criteria to be applied. During 
their review, the NRC informs the licensee that in order to approve the frequency change, the 
licensee must perform an additional examination or apply a new, more restrictive acceptance 
criteria. To forward fit the licensee into these new requirements, there must be a direct nexus 
between the new examination or more restrictive acceptance criteria and the requested 
frequency change. That is, the new frequency must present a unique safety issue rendering the 
existing examination method or acceptance criteria inapplicable or insufficient. Conversely, if the 
existing examination method or acceptance criteria remain applicable and sufficient under the 
proposed new frequency, then the direct nexus test would not be satisfied and there would be 
no gap in the current licensing basis warranting the imposition of new requirements to support 
the requested frequency change. 

 
Similarly, in our view, “essentiality” is a narrow criterion under which the proposed forward fit 
must be necessary to ensure or redefine adequate protection, or necessary to ensure 
compliance with legal requirements. We agree with the draft NUREG’s explanation that 
“essentiality” should be viewed in terms of actions that are necessary for the staff to make the 
required safety or security findings. According to the plain meaning of the term as applied in a 
nuclear regulatory context, in no circumstances other than adequate protection or legal 
compliance would a proposed forward fit logically be considered “essential.” While we agree 
with the draft NUREG that “what is essential to make such a determination will vary depending 
on the type of request,”3 we strongly suggest that NRC adopt NEI’s proposed definition of the 
“essential” criterion to set clear parameters that should be applied regardless of the type of 
licensing request at issue. Moreover, we recommend that “essentiality” be limited to “adequate 
protection” and “compliance” scenarios. This is particularly practical given that these are 
already familiar concepts in backfitting, which will facilitate effective implementation. 

 
 

3 Draft NUREG-1409, Rev. 1, p. 3-3. 
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To continue with the hypothetical SG license amendment request example discussed above, 
the “essentiality” test would only be satisfied in two possible scenarios: (1) adequate protection 
of public health and safety could not be maintained (or must be redefined) under the proposed 
SG inspection frequency change without the imposition of the new examination or more 
restrictive acceptance criteria, or (2) compliance with legal requirements could not be achieved 
under the proposed frequency change without the imposition of the new examination or more 
restrictive acceptance criteria. Only in these two scenarios would imposing the new 
requirements be “essential” to approving the licensee’s request, and therefore, potentially 
justified as a forward fit (assuming the “direct nexus” test is also met). 

 
In summary, the NRC need not establish new definitions or create new frameworks to 
implement the “essentiality” criterion for forward fitting. Rather, the agency should apply well- 
established principles of adequate protection and legal compliance already associated with the 
backfit rule. 

 
Regulatory Analyses for Forward Fits 

 

After describing the “direct nexus” and “essentiality” criteria, the draft NUREG then describes 
the process for justifying a forward fit. While Exelon appreciates the detailed discussion of the 
various scenarios put forth in the draft NUREG, we suggest a more streamlined approach 
consistent with NEI’s comments. Specifically, we agree with NEI’s suggestions regarding the 
site-specific regulatory analyses that should be undertaken for forward fits. 

 
First, the “direct nexus” and “essentiality” criteria must be satisfied for the proposed action to 
constitute a forward fit. If those criteria are met, then the staff should proceed with a site- 
specific regulatory analysis of the proposed forward fit. Because “essentiality” necessitates 
either ensuring/redefining adequate protection or ensuring compliance with a legal requirement, 
there should be two types of regulatory analysis performed for forward fits. In cases where the 
proposed forward fit involves adequate protection, the regulatory analysis would not evaluate 
cost except to compare the cost of multiple methods of implementing the forward fit (the least 
costly alternative should be selected). If the forward fit involves a matter of compliance, the 
regulatory analysis would evaluate the overall cost of the forward fit (if there is only one means 
of satisfying the forward fit) or compare the cost of alternatives (again, the least costly 
alternative should be chosen). In both cases, the NRC need not cost-justify the forward fit; 
rather, the agency simply must ensure that the forward fit criteria are satisfied and a sufficient 
regulatory analysis (including evaluation of costs, as appropriate) has been performed.4 

 
NEI’s proposed framework is more straightforward and practical to implement than the process 
set forth in the draft NUREG.  For example, the draft NUREG states that if a proposed forward 
fit (which has met the “direct nexus” and “essentiality” criteria) is necessary for compliance, “the 
staff can deny the request, ask for additional information, or approve the request with a cost- 
justified forward fit. … If the forward fit cannot be cost-justified, then the staff may have to deny 
the request.”5 This makes little sense. While we appreciate the staff’s proposal to impose a 
“cost-beneficial” standard on forward fits involving compliance matters, it could yield undesirable 
and illogical outcomes as demonstrated in this statement. The potential that the NRC may have 
to deny a request because it could not cost-justify a compliance-related forward fit does not 
serve the purpose of the backfitting rule or the forward fitting concept. Of course, the licensee 

 

4 The NRC should request input from the licensee on costs for these regulatory analyses. 
 

5 Draft NUREG-1409, Rev. 1, at p. 3-4. 
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could always voluntarily amend its request to implement the forward fit, but NEI’s proposed 
framework is preferable because it requires no such cost-beneficial test. Rather, it requires a 
precise application of the “direct nexus” and “essentiality” criterion. 

 
In general, the draft NUREG should more clearly and specifically explain when a site-specific 
regulatory analysis should be conducted, the content of that regulatory analysis, and how the 
NRC will use regulatory analysis to inform its decision on the proposed forward fit. 

 
Conclusion 

 

This revision to NUREG-1409 presents an ideal opportunity to fully explain the forward fitting 
concept and its appropriate application. The parameters discussed above and in NEI’s 
comments establish a forward fit program that is workable, predictable, and fundamentally 
consistent with the backfit rule. On the whole, the NRC must ensure that its implementation of 
forward fitting does not disincentivize licensees from submitting voluntary licensing actions. 
Licensees should not have to weigh the benefits of submitting a licensing action – one that may 
improve safety, operations, or efficiency – against the potential downsides of inappropriate 
forward fits. Any such result would have perverse effect on the backfitting regulatory construct. 

 
Introduction to Chapters 4 & 5: Ginna Design Basis Assurance Inspection Example 

 

Prior to providing our specific comments on Chapters 4 and 5 of draft NUREG-1409, Exelon 
would like to offer a recent experience that demonstrates both the gaps in the current backfitting 
process as well as potential downsides that would be created by draft NUREG-1409. On 
September 18, 2019, the NRC issued Exelon’s Ginna Nuclear Power Plant a notice of violation 
(NOV) associated with a Green Significance Determination Process (SDP) finding.6 The finding 
and violation were associated with the seismic qualification of a non-safety related sump pump 
in the Emergency Diesel Generator building vault. Prior to issuance of the NOV, Exelon argued 
that the staff position represented by the finding was not part of Ginna’s licensing basis.  In 
other words, Exelon held that the NRC’s issuance of the finding and NOV would constitute a 
backfit. However, throughout the inspection process leading up to the issuance of the finding 
and NOV, the NRC did not provide a definitive response regarding the licensing basis question. 
Therefore, when Exelon contested the violation on October 16, 2019, we argued “that the 
position reflected in the Inspection Report constitutes a backfit and [Exelon] asks that the NRC 
assess these concerns consistent with agency backfitting processes.”7 Upon further review of 
the licensing basis question, the NRC withdrew the NOV, agreeing in essence that the position 
that resulted in the finding was not, in fact, part of the plant’s licensing basis.8 

 

6 Letter from Mel Gray, NRC Chief, Division of Reactor Safety, to Bryan Hanson, Senior Vice President, 
Exelon Generation Company, LLC, R.E. Ginna Nuclear Power Plant – Design Basis Assurance 
Inspection (Teams) Report 05000244/2019010 and Notice of Violation (Sept. 18, 2019) (ML19261A083). 

 
7 Letter from Paul M. Swift, Ginna Site Vice President, to U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Reply to 
Notice of Violation 05000244/2019010-02 (Oct. 16, 2019) (ML19291A173). 

 
8 Letter from Jimi T. Yerokun, NRC Director, Division of Reactor Safety to Bryan Hanson, Senior Vice 
President, Exelon Generation Company, LLC, Response to Contested Notice of Violation Documented in 
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission R.E. Ginna Inspection Report 05000244/2019010 (Apr. 16, 2020) 
(ML20107F834). The NRC stated that “we concluded that the NRC found the degree of electrical 
isolation for this particular application to be consistent with the licensing basis at the time Ginna received 
a full-power license.” 
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While withdrawal of the NOV was the appropriate regulatory outcome, this example 
demonstrates the inefficiencies of the current backfitting processes as they apply to inspection 
and enforcement scenarios, and also reinforces the need for further refinements to both 
Chapters 4 and 5 of draft NUREG-1409. First, by challenging inspectors on the licensing basis 
question during the inspection process, Exelon expected that, under Management Directive 8.4, 
the NRC would have assessed the backfitting implications of its position and informed Exelon of 
the staff’s conclusions.9 This assessment either did not happen or was never communicated to 
Exelon, so we were compelled to take the unusual step of highlighting this process deviation in 
our contestation letter. Had the NRC assessed the licensing basis question before it issued the 
NOV, including an independent evaluation by the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation, 
significant time and effort by both the NRC and Exelon could have been avoided. On the other 
hand, had the NRC agreed to assess the licensing basis question prior to issuing the NOV, the 
current processes in Management Directive 8.4, current NUREG-1409, and the draft revision to 
NUREG-1409 would have provided no guidance to either the staff or the licensee on how 
Exelon’s backfitting claim should have been dispositioned.10 Consistent with NEI’s comments 
on Chapter 5, the NRC should establish clearer process expectations for raising backfitting 
concerns during inspections. 

 
The Ginna example also highlights the lack of clarity regarding appeals or other backfitting 
processes as they relate to inspections. Exelon very specifically chose not to file an appeal 
under Management Directive 8.4 because we felt that an appeal at that time was premature. At 
the time that the NRC issued the Inspection Report and NOV on September 18, 2019, the NRC 
had not yet addressed Exelon’s argument regarding the plant’s licensing basis other than noting 
in the September 18 letter that Exelon thought that it had met its “design and licensing basis so 
no corrective actions to restore compliance were required.”  However, because the NRC had 
not taken a position on the licensing basis question, there would have been no definitive NRC 
backfitting position to appeal. Nevertheless, the NRC initially interpreted Exelon’s statements in 
our October 16 response letter as a backfit appeal even though it would not have met the filing 
requirements of Management Directive 8.4. NRC staff and Exelon spent additional time and 
effort to clarify Exelon’s position that we were merely requesting that the staff take a position 
with respect to the licensing basis.11 This experience reinforces the need for NUREG-1409 to 

 
 

9 In its contestation letter, Exelon pointed out that Management Directive 8.4 states that “[d]uring the 
course of dispositioning a proposed finding, violation, or licensing action, a licensee may raise concerns 
that the proposed action is either backfitting or forward fitting. The staff will inform divisional management 
of the concern before the proposed action is taken and discuss previous regulatory staff positions and 
enforcement precedent….” October 16, 2019 Letter at 6. 

 
10 That said, the dispositioning of the licensing basis issue prior to issuance of the NOV is consistent in 
principle with the statement in Section 5.4 of the draft NUREG that “the staff should first identify and 
resolve any differing views about the licensing basis (e.g., through the technical assistance request 
process discussed in Section 5.21 of this NUREG) and ensure that the licensing basis is understood 
before beginning a backfitting or forward fitting assessment or pursuing enforcement.” While Exelon 
appreciates this acknowledgment, the draft NUREG still does not provide clarity on how those issues 
would be resolved, as noted below. 

 
11 After discussions with the staff, Exelon clarified in a November 27, 2019 letter that “Exelon is 
requesting the NRC to make a decision regarding EGC's claim that we meet our licensing basis. If the 
NRC concludes that we are not meeting our licensing basis and intends to maintain the NOV, then EGC 
contends that the NRC is imposing a backfit. EGC may then decide to appeal that NRC determination, 
using the provisions of the Backfit Rule (10 CFR 50.109).” Letter from Paul M. Swift, Ginna Site Vice 
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establish a clear, predictable process for raising and receiving clarity on backfitting issues that 
arise in the context of inspection and enforcement proceedings. 

 
Chapter 4: Appeals Processes 

 

Exelon appreciates the expansion of appeal opportunities related to forward fits found in 
Chapter 4. However, we fear that the revisions could create an adverse impact due to 
increased confusion and additional opportunities for process disputes. While we strongly agree 
with NEI’s comments on this Chapter, we offer some additional insights regarding the lack of 
clarity in Chapter 4. 

 
A key process challenge in draft NUREG-1409 is in the appeal of forward fits. The current 
criterion in draft Chapter 4 (as well as Management Directive 8.4) for filing an appeal of a 
forward fit would require that “NRC staff impose[] an applicable staff position on the licensee.” 
(emphasis added) Therefore, in the context of a license amendment request, the licensee 
arguably would have to accept the staff position and obtain approval of the license amendment 
request before it could appeal the decision because the staff position would not be “imposed” on 
the licensee until the legally binding license amendment is issued.  This creates an absurd 
result that we do not believe is consistent with the Commission’s intent in its revisions to 
Management Directive 8.4.12 It also creates confusion within Chapter 4. For instance, on page 
4-1, draft NUREG-1409 states that “[l]icensees can discuss the applicability of backfitting 
regulations and the forward fitting policy with the applicable U.S. Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission (NRC) staff whenever the licensees have a concern.” (emphasis added) However, 
the draft NUREG provides no further clarification about this process, whether it is intended to be 
something different than a formal appeal, how staff would disposition a licensee’s 
backfitting/forward fitting “concern,” and how the staff’s position should be communicated to the 
licensee. 

 
We agree with NEI that NUREG-1409 should incorporate two solutions to cure this defect that 
are not mutually exclusive. First, the NRC can interpret the word “impose” as recommended in 
NEI’s comments on Chapter 2 to encompass staff actions other than legally binding final 
positions. “Imposition” could be, for instance, the staff’s communication of its position to the 
licensee on the proposed forward fit, but before the licensee modifies its application to accept 
the staff’s position or before the license amendment is issued. In addition, as suggested in 
NEI’s comments on Chapters 2 and 5, NUREG-1409 could establish a defined opportunity for a 
licensee to raise a forward fitting or backfitting claim during a licensing or inspection proceeding, 
and require the staff to take a position on the potential forward fit or backfit. This would be 
similar to the process developed by the NRC to address Very Low Safety Significance Issue 

 

President, to U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Clarification to Reply to Notice of Violation 
05000244/2019010-02 (Nov. 27, 2019) (ML19337A431). 

 
12 This is also inconsistent with other statements found in the draft NUREG that clearly suggest that the 
licensee does not have to wait until a legally binding position is “imposed” on them prior to appealing the 
staff’s position. For instance, on Page 4-4, the statement that “[i]n the case of a denied appeal of a 
forward fit that the NRC staff communicated to a licensee prior to the NRC staff completing the licensing 
action…” clearly suggests that the licensee can appeal a staff position prior to “completing the licensing 
action,” i.e., before “imposing” an applicable staff position. In addition, Page 5-5 states that “[t]he licensee 
may formally submit a backfitting appeal in accordance with Chapter 4 of this NUREG while also denying 
a violation in response to an enforcement action, typically an NOV or NCV.” This also suggests that the 
licensee can appeal a staff position prior to “imposition” of the staff position that would have been 
reflected in an enforcement action. 
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Resolution now reflected in Inspection Manual Chapter 0612, Appendix B. It also would serve 
to provide needed clarity to the statement discussed earlier in our comments about raising 
backfitting concerns “whenever.” 

 
Several other points in Chapter 4 merit comment. 

 
• On page 4-1, the draft NUREG states that closely connected to the triggering of an 

opportunity for appeal are appeal filing deadlines. On page 4-2, lines 23-25, the draft- 
NUREG states that “[l]icensees should submit written appeals within 90 days of 
receiving the NRC’s written action or staff position or 30 days after the NRC issues its 
decision on a directly related disputed violation.” However, it remains unclear when the 
90-day deadline would be triggered for a forward fit scenario (e.g., issuance of the 
license amendment or at some point before then). 

• On page 4-1, draft NUREG-1409 states that “[t]he NRC provides a process by which 
licensees may appeal staff actions on the basis that the licensee concludes the staff did 
not properly follow the backfitting or forward fitting process.” (emphasis added) As 
written, this seems to further narrow the scope of an appeal to only “process” concerns. 
This is too narrow and inconsistent with the remainder of the appeal section, which 
allows for challenging both a process concern as well as a concern with the staff’s 
technical basis for the backfit/forward fit. 

• Draft NUREG-1409 states on page 4-1 that “[i]f the NRC initiated a staff action using an 
order, the appeal process described in this section does not apply. After the NRC issues 
an order, appeals are governed by the provisions of 10 CFR Part 2….” While true that 
the proper process for challenging an order is a request for hearing under Part 2, this 
does not account for the requirement at 10 CFR 2.202(e)(1) that “[i]f the order involves 
the modification of a part 50 license and is a backfit, the requirements of § 50.109 of this 
chapter shall be followed.” Section 2.202(e)(1) does not explain what it means to 
“follow” § 50.109 in the context of an order. We recommend that the NRC clarify this 
relationship, particularly the agency’s obligations under § 2.202(e)(1). 

• On pages 4-3 and 4-5, the draft-NUREG states that “[d]uring the review process and 
following any public meeting with the licensee, the panel must offer a non-public internal 
meeting to the NRC staff who originated the contested action or position and may meet 
with other NRC staff who have expertise in the area.” Exelon agrees with NEI that this 
type of ex parte opportunity for the staff to brief decision-makers in an appeal process is 
fundamentally biased. For fairness and transparency of the appeals process, these 
meetings should be public and made available for the licensee’s observation. If not 
made public, a transcript of the meeting should be made publicly available promptly after 
the meeting. 

• Draft NUREG-1409 states on page 4-4 regarding a first-level appeal that “[i]f the 
licensee fails to appeal the decision within 30 calendar days or implement the required 
action by the agreed-upon date, then the NRC will resolve the issue through the 
enforcement program.” This statement is both vague and too narrow. Not all denied 
appeals are resolved “through the enforcement program.” For instance, if the licensee 
were to appeal a forward fit imposed as part of a license amendment request, the issue 
would not be resolved “through the enforcement program.” We recommend this 
statement be clarified. This comment also applies to the same statement in the context 
of second level appeals found on page 4-6. 

• Similarly, on page 4-4, the draft NUREG states that “[i]f the licensee chooses option (3) 
[do nothing], then the NRC could either deny the request [for licensing action] in part or 
in whole or issue the licensing action with the forward fit. The NRC’s denial of the 
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request [for licensing action] may allow the licensee to seek redress of the denial [of the 
licensing action] through a demand for hearing.” While Exelon certainly would not 
oppose such an opportunity, we are aware of no process in the Atomic Energy Act or 10 
CFR Part 2 that would permit a licensee to request a hearing based on the rejection of 
an application for a license amendment. This statement (and the companion statement 
on page 4-6 under second-level appeals) should be clarified. 

 
Chapter 5: Relationship of Backfitting and Forward Fitting to Other Processes 

 

Exelon agrees with NEI’s recommended reorganization of Chapter 5 of draft NUREG-1409. 
While it is important to address and provide guidance on the potential backfitting or forward 
fitting implications of NRC processes, the current draft would benefit from a significant 
reorganization. It is particularly important (as highlighted in our earlier discussion of the Ginna 
DBAI NOV) that NUREG-1409 provide clarity and guidance on the licensing basis, especially 
what may constitute an “applicable staff position.” Exelon’s experience is that disputes over the 
licensing basis constitute the majority of challenges associated with backfitting. As 
demonstrated by the Ginna DBAI NOV, resolving licensing basis issues early in the process will 
save the NRC and industry significant time and effort. The proposal that NEI has provided in 
their comments provides a workable, logical solution that will be extremely helpful in clarifying 
the relationship between the backfit rule and the licensing basis. 

 
Clarifications regarding the licensing basis go hand in hand with clarifications regarding 
inspection and enforcement. The majority of Exelon’s experience with backfitting occurs in the 
context of inspection and enforcement. The lack of a clear process for licensees to raise 
backfitting issues during inspection and enforcement proceedings should be addressed in 
NUREG-1409. As it stands, the only express opportunity to challenge an inspection finding or 
NOV from a backfitting perspective would be to file an appeal, but as we have observed, relying 
solely on the appeal process to resolve backfitting issues in inspection and enforcement is 
inefficient and lacks clarity. 

 
The following hypothetical example illustrates our concern: during an inspection, an inspector 
challenges a licensee’s evaluation for not installing loss-of-coolant accident conduit seals on 
safety-related valve limit switches. The licensee’s method of evaluation complies with NRC 
regulations, IEEE Standards, and an NRC Regulatory Guide such that the equipment 
qualification was established through analysis in combination with industry test data that 
supports the analytical assumptions and conclusions. The inspector verbally states that the 
type of test data used in the analysis must be site-specific, while the licensee contends that 
generic industry test data is sufficient for compliance under the existing staff position. The 
licensee verbally informs the inspector and the NRC Region that the inspector’s interpretation 
would impose a new or different staff position constituting a backfit. However, since the 
inspection is ongoing and the potential violation resulting from the inspector’s interpretation is 
pre-decisional and not yet legally imposed, there is no written documentation of this new NRC 
position and the licensee cannot submit a formal backfit appeal. While the draft NUREG states 
that a licensee may raise backfitting concerns at any point, the guidance should be clarified to 
instruct that in the scenario described above, as soon as the licensee raises the backfitting 
concern, the inspection process should be exited (or at least paused) and the backfitting 
process should be entered to disposition the issue before a violation is issued. Otherwise, the 
backfitting concern would not be addressed until after the inspection report documenting the 
violation has been issued, at which time the licensee would have to file a formal backfit appeal. 
This process is inefficient. The backfitting concern should be addressed prior to the 
enforcement process taking over. 
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Consistent with our comments on Chapter 4, a process prior to “imposition” of a staff position 
(similar to the VLSSIR process described in IMC 612, Appendix B) is needed. Arguably, the 
VLSSIR process already provides this opportunity since it is focused on the question of 
resolving licensing basis questions that arise during inspections.13 The primary distinction with 
backfitting, however, is that the level of effort in resolving a licensing basis issue is not 
necessarily relevant from a licensee’s perspective if the NRC persists in pursuing enforcement 
action. In contrast, if the VSSLIR process results in the staff discontinuing an enforcement 
action notwithstanding the lack of resolution of the licensing basis question, Exelon would agree 
that the VSSLIR process is appropriate.  However, the staff’s final decision must be 
documented to guard against unnecessarily reopening the issue sometime in the future. 

 
One other point in Chapter 5 bears mention. On page 5-9, draft NUREG-1409 states that “[a]n 
inspector’s suggestions to consider an applicable guidance document or NRC-endorsed topical 
report to resolve the findings are not backfitting as long as the inspector does not convey an 
expectation that the licensee must use the guidance document or topical report.” While we 
agree that inspector “suggestions” typically would not constitute backfitting, the NRC should not 
categorically exclude the possibility that an inspector’s suggestion could never result in a 
backfit. As NEI has recommended in its comments on Chapter 2, rather than categorically 
excluding certain regulatory interactions, NUREG-1409 should make clear that even a 
suggestion might intentionally or unintentionally constitute backfitting, and that these scenarios 
must be reviewed on a case-by-case basis to understand the full context of the inspector’s 
suggestion and how it is perceived by the licensee. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

13 IMC 0612, Appendix B, Block 7, states that “Inspectors can use the VLSSIR process to discontinue 
evaluation of an issue involving a current licensing basis question in which the issue cannot be resolved 
without a significant level of effort and an expenditure of resources the agency has chosen not to utilize 
because the issue.” 
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